Intelligent graphic systems
The intelligence of a graphic system can be defined by I 1. The available means of man-machine communication and inferacfion, which is comparable to the power of comprehension of a human being (Figure 1 ). Particularly useful is an interactive user language for communication with both alphanumeric information and geometric representations (Figure 2 ). The physical user interface in the form of keyboards and pointing devices allows input and manipulation of alphanumeric and graphic data, which are presented on displays.
The support provided to the user in selecting the solution out
of ambiguous possibilities to solve his or her particular application problem, which is comparable to elements of human judgment. Examples are the selection of ambiguous intersection points of graphic elements, such as lines and circles, and selection of curves and shapes out of a set.
3.
The dynamic adaptability of the workstation functions to individual user needs through interactive programming, which is comparable to the adaptability of human individuals. This adaptability asks for predesign and implementation of a com-ease of use prehensive set of generic system and application functions into the graphic system. It also requires graphic application software to be written in an easy-to-use, application-oriented, high-level language to allow extensions in a quick and simple way, if necessary.
The intelligence of a graphic system is reflected by the way alphanumeric and graphic data are gathered, processed under user control, and presented to support different applications in changing environments.
Intelligent graphic systems must be able to adapt easily to user requirements to be immediately accepted for the jobs at hand. Several system parameters are critical for ease of use:
1. The system response time tolerated by the user is related to the complexity of the task performed, as perceived by the user. The designer at a graphic workstation is not willing to tolerate a long response time for seemingly trivial manipulations while disregarding the computing power required for execution but gladly waits for the results of an obviously powerful transaction.
Application-tailored data input procedures
must be able to avoid trivial repetition of commands. These commands must be replaceable by user-definable command sequences and macros (macroinstructions) with parameters automatically referenced from tables. User-deJinable function keys and prompting features must be available. Identification, selection, and manipulation of graphic entities must be possible for single objects and user-definable aggregates. Dynamic graphic object-dragging and rubber-banding features are highly instrumental in producing good interactivity. Menu techniques are very helpful for tasks with complex procedures and for casual users. 3. Failure tolerance or fail-soft features are required to help the user to recover from operating errors. Adequate failure messages, HELP facilities and user-initiated checkpointhestart features (ACCEFTIREJECT), must be available. System failures must be covered by automatic facilities allowing different levels of checkpointhestart as required with data protection and system recovery.
From these requirements it is quite obvious that only a well-structured system and a balanced combination of hardware and software are able to achieve such a high degree of intelligence in a graphic system.
A hierarchical system concept allows the necessary implementation flexibility (Figure 3) . A modular system structure will provide well-defined interfaces and a high level of freedom for hard-ware or software implementation of specific system or application functions. Care has to be taken not to increase program path lengths and system response time through inefficient partitioning.
By these means the design of an intelligent graphic system can be made generic and almost independent of technology (hardware).
A high degree of interactivity and short response time require at structural least some local intelligence in the graphic workstation as folrequirements lows:
1. Transmission buffer for transfer of alphanumeric characters and vectors from the computer mainframe to the workstation with appropriate line protocols at different line speeds suitable for a particular application. 2. Line and character generation logic supporting different line types and line widths. Very advantageous is a loadable character generator for user-defined fonts and symbols. 3. Image (refresh) buffer, required for vector or raster displays but not needed for storage tubes. For storage tubes with write-through capability, the refreshing of a limited number of vectors can be accomplished directly from the transmission buffer.
4.
Interactive cursor/light-pen support. 5 . Address calculation logic to support relative vectors for dynamic image manipulation (shape dragging, rubber-banding) is highly desirable.
There are other functions, which can be located either at the workstation or at the computer mainframe depending on the interactivity required and the workstation price justified: 
I
The boundaries between these groups are flexible and closely related to performance and price of available graphic workstations and computer mainframes. Therefore, the system structure must be modular, such that the distribution of functions between computer mainframe and workstation can be optimized.
Graphic interactive application monitor
With the above requirements of an intelligent graphic system in mind, a graphic program and programming system, the Graphic Interactive Application Monitor (GIAM),' has been developed, running on Systed370 computer systems that support IBM 3277 GA workstations (Figure 4) . GIAM is based on the operating system VM/CMS (Virtual MachineKonversational Monitor System), using VS APL as the implementation language.
GIAM contains two program packages providing two different levels of support:
1. BGSS (Basic Graphic Support System) handles alphanumeric and graphic input and display and provides some basic graphic interactive support functions.
BIGAM (Basic Interactive Graphic
Application Monitor) is based on BGSS and supports complex interactive application functions and provides a high-level interactive graphic command language interface to the user.
Both program packages are designed for easy personalization of specific application requirements by the user and for fast (interactive) execution of application functions. The hierarchical system structure contains library services on various levels.
The user interfaces are simple, allowing extensions to new sets of applications to be made rather easily. The APL implementation language is a key ingredient for these capabilities.
The 3277 GA dual screen graphic workstation ( Figure 4 ) has a number of advantages for the man-machine interface in improving communication and increasing productivity: 0 Alphanumeric and graphic representations can be separated. The graphic display will not be cluttered with commands and with text inputs prior to verification and editing or with system messages.
0
The alphanumeric display can also be used for prompting, for menu selection with the keyboard or with a light pen, and for interactive programming, if desired, leaving an undisturbed geometric image on the graphic screen. Representation of graphic images and identification and manipulation of graphic object are accomplished on the graphic display using a cursor controlled by a joystick. Graphic input is also possible through a data tablet. Hard-copy output can be provided by a plotter attachable to the workstation.
However, GIAM is not limited to specific workstation hardware, but provides device-and application-independent interfaces through its general structure.
The complexity of graphic representations, e.g., engineering drawings, requires a well-defined organization and structure of graphic information. The prime data area of GIAM is the work- space containing both graphic and other application-dependent data. The graphic data may not only be basic graphic elements (such as vectors, circles, arcs, etc.) but also higher graphic objects ( Figure 5 ). The type and number of such objects varies from application to application. An engineering drawing, for example, may include (1) basic graphic elements showing the geometrical contour of the mechanical part, (2) dimensions consisting of leader lines, arrows, and numbers, and (3) notes containing alphanumeric information on the drawing.
When such a workspace is to be displayed, the higher logical objects have to be broken down into basic graphic elements through interpretation and semantic expansion. A subset of the workspace to be used for current operations is mapped into a presentation space which now contains only normalized application-independent graphic data of the following types:
Geometrical objects (i.e., vectors, circles, arcs, ellipses, elPatterns Text objects using both hardware-generated fonts and individlipse segments) ually spaced stroke-coded software characters These graphic objects are still device-independent. The presentation space coordinate system represents a virtual screen. In turn, a subset of the presentation space data actually to be displayed has to be converted to device code, i.e., to hardware commands that can be directly executed by the display device. These commands are stored in a display space.
For storage tube and vector-refresh display devices, the commands of the display space can be directly executed to generate the image on the screen. For a television monitor with pixel buffer, however, the picture has to be first generated point-bypoint and stored in an image space. From this buffer, the screen can be refreshed about 50 times per second.
The distribution of graphic data is reflected in the hierarchical structure of GIAM ( Figure 6 ). The program component BIGAM with its design subsystem manipulates the data in the workspace. These data are the master data of the application. Since the objects can have a large range of dimensions, all data are represented in double-precision floating-point representation, guaranteeing the accuracy needed for complex application calculations (e.g., calculation of intersection points between two circles).
This high precision is no longer required in the presentation space because the only calculations performed are directly related to the display. Since a screen has only a limited addressing capability (e.g., 4096 X 3072 points), fixed-point representation of data is sufficient, allowing faster and more efficient program routines. Thus, data are converted from floating-point to fixed-point representation when mapped from the workspace into the presentation space.
The presentation space is manipulated by the presentation subsystem which is one part of the program component BGSS. The other part is the device subsystem that converts data from the presentation space into device orders kept in a display space that is device-dependent. It performs the actual communication with the workstation devices. Other devices can be supported by modifying the device subsystem.
The hierarchical structure of GIAM provides three well-defined data interfaces for efficient and simple communication with application programs. The lowest level is the display space from which data can. be sent directly to the device. Display spaces may be ity through a language called the Interactive Graphic Command Language (IGCL). This language is intended to be used either by a trained operator or by an application programmer customizing the graphic system for a specific application and for untrained operators. It was not designed as a language for the graphic system programmer as was APLG,3 for example.
The purpose of IGCL and its corresponding processors is to translate an input stream generated by the workstation operator or by a high-level application program into normalized input to application programs, which perform requested functions and initiate feedback displayed at the workstation. Thus low-level programming for new application functions and for adaptation of application functions to new workstation hardware is not required.
Although command language interfaces for graphic systems were proposed and implemented as early as 1966,4'5 they are not widely used in graphic systems of today, mainly due to the fact that the proposed command languages could not handle the application data management aspects of graphic applications. IGCL provides an embedded APL system for the manipulation of application data as well as application programs.
The use of a command language implies that graphic input and output must be standardized in some way. In fact, application programmers have accepted standards for alphanumeric input and output like READLINE and WRITELINE in order to create application programs, which are independent from the particular terminal hardware. However, though many graphic standards have been proposed,6 there seem to be no accepted standards with respect to graphic input and output, preventing the portability of graphic application programs.
An analysis of a variety of graphic application programs indicates that two basic graphic input operations cover almost all graphic input requirements:
1. Entry of a point not related to any displayed graphic object, which may or may not be located on an application-defined grid. This function is usually implemented via a crosshair cursor, a tracking symbol, or a pointer on a tablet. 2. Identification of displayed graphic objects for subsequent processing. This function is usually implemented via a light-pen pick or selection with an identification trap symbol.
In addition to these basic operations, GIAM provides an additional EXCLUDE input operation, which allows the operator to identify graphic objects that are to be excluded from subsequent processing. The EXCLUDE and the IDENTIFY (include) operators provide a powerful mechanism for interactive definition of sets of graphic objects. The GIAM implementation uses rectangular trap areas that can be defined and placed under operator control.
GIAM provides two basic graphic output functions for display update and for highlighting selected sets of graphic objects. The display update function is implemented such that any transaction through which graphic data have been changed can be rejected. This feature is extremely important for the user interface, giving the operator confidence to explore the complex functions of the graphic system on a trial and error basis.
Using the interactive graphic command language, the operator can enter arbitrarily long command strings without entering a separator between subsequent commands. This gives the operator the ability to initiate either very simple or very complex transactions according to his skill. Command strings may be entered either directly via a keyboard or via tablet or menu picks.
The language elements of the interactive graphic command language are:

Command identifier (mnemonic)
0 Number 0 Character string Expression 0
Macro designator 0 Explicit delimiter
The command language uses the APL character set. However, any character set is applicable within character strings or text variables in order to allow applications with special or multiple fonts. Identifiers serve to denote function invocations within the system: Reserved identijiers are defined with G I A M , and application-dejined identijiers can be defined by the application programmer and may be used to invoke application functions. Reserved identifiers are used to invoke the standard input functions, e.g., MG (move grid = get point on grid) or I (identify graphic objects), or to control command execution, e.g.,
B E G I N , E N D , R E P E A T , A C C E P T , I F , E L S E .
A macro designator specifies the activation of a macro. It consists of the identifier designating the macro and a list of actual parameters enclosed in parentheses, e.g., BOX ( 4 0 2 0 .
A number is a valid number according to APL conventions. A character string is a sequence of characters enclosed by quote marks. An expression is a valid APL statement enclosed in parentheses, e.g., command strings that have to be evaluated consecutively and is mostly used within macros.
A valid command may consist of an expression, a macro designator preceded by the EXEC or MACRO identifier, or a command identifier followed by any number of command identifiers, numbers, character strings, expressions, or explicit delimiters. Any number of commands can be entered in a command stream. Application functions can be invoked within expressions as standard APL functions or as BIGAM application functions which are invoked via command identifiers. Command identifiers, numbers, character strings or APL variables can be passed to GIAM application programs as parameters. The command language processor does not check the syntax of application-defined commands. Every GIAM application function has to check the syntactic and semantic validity of the input parameters. Because most GIAM application functions allow a large number of input parameter combinations, a system-provided syntax check is of limited value and would complicate the linkage of application functions.
Most application functions that generate graphic objects require one or a number of points as user input. These points may or may not be related to objects already defined. The interactive graphic command language provides a set of move commands that allow the operator to define points with complex relationships to existing graphic objects on the fly. System functions are provided to resolve these point-defining command sequences into coordinates that are then passed to the application functions. Using this facility, an application function which, for example, was designed to draw a circle with the center point and a point on the circle as parameters, can handle a variety of geometrical constraints that usually must be explicitly defined and programmed in the application program. The graphic system also maintains a graphic parameter represented by a current point and an angle that are displayed with a dot and an arrow on the screen. The current point and angle are usually used by application functions that require at least one point as parameter. With the first command, MA 3 0 I , the current point is moved from the circle center to the intersection point with the circle and a line (invisible) that has an angle of 30 degrees passing through the center of the circle. The intersection point is computed with the full precision available in the system (double precision, floating point). The user indicates with the location of the identifying pick I1 which one of the two possible intersection points should be selected. The second command, VD I , draws a vector down to the intersection point with the circle. In this case, there is only one possible solution, and the location of the second identifying pick I2 is uncritical. The third command, IC CROTP 6 0 5 I , moves the current point to the circle center (IC -13) and copies and rotates this vector five times by 60 degrees to complete the hexagon. The current point in the circle center defines the center of rotation, and the identify operation I4 selects the set of graphic objects to be rotated.
A more skilled operator may perform the same geometrical construction with two transactions with the command strings: MA 3 0 I VD I I C CROT'P 6 0 5 I or even in a single transaction using the command string:
Although IGCL is very concise, complex operations may require quite a bit of operator action. In order to free the operator from repetitive entry of often-used command strings, a MACRO facility is provided within IGCL. A circle with the inscribed hexagon can be drawn, e.g., with a single macro call H E X ( 2 0 1, provided the macro HEX is available in the system. A macro can be entered in BIGAM either via text entry using an editor or in an interactive-by-example mode. In order to define a macro B O X , which draws a rectangular box with width Wand height H , the operator may enter the following commands: In this interactive macro definition mode, the operator can visually check every step and reject any command line in case of error. The above macro can be used immediately after definition with arbitrary parameters. B O X ( 2 0 2 0 >, for example, will generate a box with W = 20 and H = 20. Macros can be nested up to any level and are stored together with graphic data, application data, and application functions in BIGAM workspaces.
It should be pointed out that the end user (e.g., the untrained operator) does not have to learn the IGCL commands. The application programmer will personalize GIAM for the application by such means as function keys, menus, and mnemonics, which then become the application-specific repertoire of the end user. 
Library functions and data base
Related to the hierarchy of subsystems in GIAM is a corresponding hierarchy of external storages with three library levels:
A workspace library associated with the design subsystem Apresentation space library associated with the presentation Adisplay space library associated with the device subsystem subsystem In these libraries, GIAM workspaces, presentation spaces, and display spaces, respectively, can be stored permanently during a work session for later reference. According to their different information content, they provide an additional tool to tailor GIAM to the special needs of an application.
A workspace primarily contains application data. Besides the geometric elements that make up the picture, it may contain structural information. This allows geometric elements to be grouped together to form higher-level objects organized in tree structures.
In general, BIGAM supports interrelated sets of geometrical and structural data, combined with user-definable BIGAM variables (geometric or nongeometric, e.g. , standards, notes, dimensional information), as real data. However, it also supports virtual data consisting of BIGAM functions and macros (geometric or non-LATE AREA) that are invoked at execution time.
geometric, e.g., DRAW BAR GRAPH, SELECT MESSAGE, CALCUGroups, variables, functions, and macros are named entities. They are stored in workspaces and may be directly accessed, copied, and evaluated.
Presentation spaces may contain reference data supporting the interaction of the user with the screen content. Furthermore, they may contain application reference data, such as fonts and patterns, and system reference data, such as menus. The graphic data are represented in a normalized device-independent form consisting only of basic geometric elements. Thus the presentation spaces can also be used as data interfaces to plotter programs for hard-copy output generation.
Display spaces contain device-dependent data that can be used to display application-specific patterns or overlays on the screen. This is graphic information which serves as reference only and is not for interaction (e.g., form layouts, basic design patterns, etc.). They are stored directly as device commands in the display space so that no display generation is necessary each time they are referred to.
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For each of the three library types a set of the usual service functions such as LOAD, STORE, COPY, DROP, QUERY, etc. is provided. In addition, a three-level access control hierarchy is implemented for each of the three library types: Both public and project libraries may be protected by passwords.
Application function environment
As a basic application monitor, GIAM is open to any application requiring interactive graphic support. Although a lot of features are provided for tailoring the user interface (e.g., function keys, menus, macros) it may be necessary to introduce new commands and high-level application programs for the solution of application-specific tasks. According to its hierarchical structure, GIAM provides two well-defined environments for extensions by user-written application functions: the BIGAM environment and the BGSS environment.
Each environment is described by a set of data areas used for manipulation of graphic objects by application functions and a set of basic service routines to simplify such manipulations. Figure 9 shows the logical layout of the BIGAM application function environment. The arrows represent the flow of data; the names beside the arrows describe some of the service routines.
Graphic objects are stored as matrices in the workspace ( Figure   IO ). There is one matrix for each type of graphic object, with one entry for each individual object. In addition, there is a further set of matrices, with a one-to-one correspondence to the above ones, which contain attribute information.
The workspace contains all the graphic objects of a picture. Most commands, however, are only applied to a subset of these objects. Such a subset may be selected by a sequence of picking operations on the screen. In this case, a set of indices to the picked objects is built up by GIAM in the Work Index (wI). This index may be used to select graphic objects either to be erased from the screen or to be transferred from the workspace to a work area called X-space for further manipulation. Since GIAM is implemented in APL, the full power of this language is available to the user to program his specific functions. He has to comply only with a few simple GIAM conventions having to do with naming functions and variables, managing the pick table, assigning return codes, and displaying messages. The above-mentioned service routines assist the application programmer, providing a variety of basic facilities for managing and manipulating data in the GIAM application function environment.
Embedding APL into GIAM allows very productive programming of completely new application functions, e.g., isometric representation of parts (2'12 D) and generation of input data for finite element analysis and for numerical control (NC) of machines.
After an application function has been written, it is linked to GIAM by means of a command utility. Then it can be used like any of the standard GIAM commands.
macros can be defined either to optimize often-used procedures to boost operator productivity or to provide a simplified user interface with graphic and alphanumeric prompting and user guidance.
Standard libraries, which hold groups of graphical data (e.g., standard parts) as well as application data and functions, can also be created. A PROFILE macro may be used to customize the workstation, e.g., to define the function keys, the display parameters, and defaults of the graphic display. The PROFILE macro may also load application-specific fonts, menus, and reference data.
In addition to the BIGAM facilities for application tailoring, a set of BGSS facilities are provided. These BGSS facilities allow the application programmer to define symbols or special fonts that are used to program the graphic workstation hardware to improve the efficiency of the graphic system.
A simple example for application customization is shown in Figure 12. A number of elementary functions for the drafting of flowcharts are assembled in a BIGAM workspace. When the user loads this workspace, the PROFILE macro is executed, an overlay display space explaining the available functions is displayed, and the workstation is properly set up. Special application macros are invoked via function keys; e.g., function key 12 is used for the generation of a function box. When the operator hits this key, he is prompted to enter the text for the function box. An adequate size for the surrounding box is computed using BIGAM functions, and finally, the text and the surrounding box are generated. All the application-specific functions and macros are contained in a BIGAM workspace FLOW. The code of the basic BIGAM system is not changed, which simplifies code maintenance and update. In this case, the Interactive Graphic Command Language is not used by the operator at all, which is adequate for this simple application.
Summary
With the graphic workstation and computer hardware available at an attractive price today, graphic system development no longer has to concentrate on low-level optimization of application code. The main emphasis can now be put on ease of use, ease of programming, and ease of application system management and maintenance. The Graphic Interactive Application Monitor, GIAM, has been developed to provide an intelligent graphic base system that can easily be used and customized by application programmers as well as by end users.
It has been shown that by proper structuring of a system and with the use of a high-level, pragmatic, and user-extendable language, a powerful and highly flexible graphic base system, which achieves excellent user productivity with a minimum of application program development, can be implemented.
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